Contractor: Wyman & Simpson
Percent Complete last approved pay estimate: 73%

Bid Amount: $6,814,132

Project Schedule: Completion date November 18, 2019.

Project Scope: The work consists of rehabilitating and widening the Exit 103 Southbound Underpass Bridge over the Maine Turnpike in the Town of West Gardiner, Maine. The work includes bridge, abutment and pier widening, concrete deck replacement, substructure modifications and repairs, approach work and paving, guardrail, bridge rails, and maintenance of traffic.

Contractor Schedule: Wyman & Simpson is working on forming and placing concrete for the bridge parapet wall. They also are working on the pier protection southbound and grading the gravel on the roadway approaches to the bridge. They are planning to pave the approaches by the end of the month. The bridge should be paved and open to traffic by mid-November.